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FLARING TOOLS - BENDERS - RIVET SQUEEZERS
37° FLARING BLOCK FOR 

1/8” TUB ING
This tool is de signed to flare 1/8” tubing for 
prim er lines. Leaves no ridges or marks 
on tubing, com ply ing with air craft require
ments. Fur nished with 37° flaring punch. 
The slipon yokes of most flaring tools 
also fit this block.

 P/N 17010 ........................  .

37° DOUBLE LAP FLARING 
TOOL

This U.S. made 37° Double Lap Flaring Tool 
makes flares to AN standards in soft copper 
and aluminum tubing for 3/16” 1/2” O.D. 
Also makes single 37° S.A.E. standard and 
oversize flares. Adapters revolve for quick 
size change and act as positioning gauge 
for tube. For portable use or can be vise 
mounted. Sliding handle gives maximum 
leverage. Wt. 4 lbs.
 P/N 1200205 ...................  .

37° DOUBLE LAP FLARING 
TOOL KIT

Our 37° Double Lap Flaring Tool Kit includes 
the double lap flaring tool above which forms 
37° double lap flares to AN10078 in soft cop
per and aluminum tubing (wall thick ness to 
.040”). Flares tubing sizes 3/16”, 5/16”, 3/8”, 
and 1/2” O.D. Also includes a tubing cutter, 
an innerouter reamer, and a plastic carry
ing case. A quality tool kit which is made in 
the U.S.A.
 P/N 1200210 ...................  .

BRAKE LINING & GENERAL RIVET SETS
Standard Model  Designed especially to eco
nom i cal ly reline brakes, this riveting set is a 
handy tool for many other jobs where rivets 
are used to fasten leather, canvas, plastic & 
metal parts.
 P/N 824 ................................. .

Brake lining Rivets...................................P/N 0602300 .................... .ea

DEluxE MODEl - Our deluxe model brake relining tool makes it virtually 
impossible to botch a brake relining job. The threaded screw action of 
the rivet insertion tool insures a perfect roll on brake rivets every time 
without damaging the liner. .....................P/N 1220810 ........................ .
Replacement Parts
 (a)  Anvil ...........................................P/N BR1005 ................... ./ea.
 (b)  Knockout Punch .........................P/N BR1006 ................... ./ea.
 (c)  Rivet Set .....................................P/N BR1007 ................... ./ea. 
 (d) Threaded ReplacementPunch ...P/N BR1006 ................... ./ea.

PARKER TYPE AIRCRAFT 
TUBE BEADING TOOL

The Parker Beading Tool has been the 
number one choice of aircraft mechanics 
for making clamping beads in metal tubes. 
To this day, no other tool even comes 
close to matching its quality. So by special 
arrangement, the manufacturer tooled up 

to recreate this classic tool in every detail. In the process they have 
added a few enhancements of their own, such as ground, hardened, 
and polished surfaces for marfree beads in aluminum, copper, brass, 
and mild steel tubes ranging from 1/4” to 1” diameter. Meets MILSPEC 
MS33660D and SAE AS5131 standards. P/N 1201049 ..................... .

IMPERIAL 470-FH TRIPLE
HEAD 180° TUBING BENDER

The 470FH Triple Head 180° 
Tube Bender bends 4 diam
eters of tubing with just one 
tool! It handles soft copper, 
aluminum and thinwalled steel 
tubing in 3/16”, 1/4”, 5/16” & 
3/8” diameters. Like the heavy 
duty 464FH, it features the 
patented ROTOLOK™ two
stage handle that allows east 
fabrication of bends up to 180°. 
It also features optimized bend
ing grooves that allow the user 
to bend the tubing in the small

est radius possible to enable tighter turns and minimize the space taken 
by the bends.  Soft copper  .030.032” wall.  304 stainless steel  .030
.032” wall.
  P/N 1201042 ................................... .

IMPERIAL 664-FH-08 180° TUBING BENDER
The 664FH08 Heavy Duty 180° Tube 
Bender line for 1/2” stainless steel and 
other tough tubing metals! Its patent
ed ROTOLOK™ quick action trigger 
release twostage handle allows the 
tubing to be bent up to 180° without 
crossing the hands or handles! This 
means bends are made with reduced 
effort and much better control.
 P/N 1202081 .................... .

ATS HAND RIVET SQUEEZER

The newest addition to our ATS Pro Rivet Squeezer Line is built for hard 
use, but we must admit it’s also one of the best looking squeezers we’ve 
ever seen. It’s an all stainless steel design that’s constructed to last a 
lifetime. The unique unibody styling is drop forged for extra strengh and 
CNC machined to tight tolerances. The yoke (also stainless steel) is 
engineered to be half the weight of other yokes, yet retain full strengh. 
Finally, the whole thing is beautifully finished in a brush satin look and 
highly polished surfaces. Has a very solid feel, and professional look that 
will complement anyone’s toobox. Squeezes up to 5/32” aluminum (1/8” 
seel) rivets. Works with any rivet sets, or diple dies having a 3/16” (.187”) 
shank. Adjustable ram does not need shims. Lifetime warranty. 
Features:•1.5” Yoke  •Drop forged from Stainless Steel for unmatched 
strength and durability •Clasic bushed stainless steel finish. •Adjustable 
ram does not need shims •Squeezes aluminum rivets up to 5/32” and 
steel rivets up to 1/8” •Comfort grip rubber handles •4lbs shipping 
weight. P/N 1201620 .................................... .

PROFESSIONAL RIVETING KIT
This Professional Riveting Kit has all the 
tools you need to drive rivets like a pro... It 
contains the bestselling ATS Pro Series 3X 
Rivet Gun, a selection 4 of our most popular 
Bucking Bars (141, 142, 148, and 149), plus 
a complete assortment of Rivet Sets to install 
Universal Head (AN470) or Flush (AN426) 
rivets in sizes 3/32” to 3/16”. 
And it all comes to you in a stylish molded 
case to keep things neatly organized. This is 

the prefect “field” kit to take with you anywhere  it has the riveting tools 
you need conveniently laid out in one handy readytogo package. The 
Professional Riveting Kit is a part of our ATSPRO Series, so you can 
rest assured that your tool investment will be well protected by an Uncon
ditional 30 Day Money Back Guarantee, and industryleading ATS Pro 
Lifetime Warranty. 19lbs shipping weight.
 P/N 1201698 ................................. .


